Based on the two concepts, namely, the different importance of index and the relative different importance of index which are presented in the paper, a knowledge engineering method, namely, an approach to simplify the index hierarchy is developed through introducing DS theory. The superiority of the method is that the concept of index importance used by the method is reasonable and the computation mode of indexes' weights is similar to the real thought of humans. The results of numerical demonstrations show that the simplifying method is scientific and reliable. Thus it can be used to validly simplify index hierarchies.
Introduction
Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) introduced by Saaty is an effective method for complex socioeconomic decisions [1] . Because of its strong capability of turning qualitative analysis into quantitative analysis, it has widely been used in various fields, such as economy development evaluation, R&D planning, multi-criteria decision [2] - [5] .
One of important steps is to structure hierarchies when AHP is employed. The typical hierarchy structure of AHP for a problem can generally be divided into the objective hierarchy, the criterion hierarchy, the index hierarchy and the alternative hierarchy. As far as the index hierarchy is concerned, AHP demands that the number of indexes related to each criterion should not exceed nine. And the index hierarchy consists of more than nine indexes is called multi-index hierarchy (MIH) in the paper. The reason that the demand put forward is experts can not efficiently judge when they confront a MIH, according to researches of psychology [1] . So it will lead to the final decision conclusions can not well include various knowledge of experts. Even if they can identify a special problem, AHP does not present the random indexes which are needed to conduct consistency test for judgment matrixes more than 15 ranks. In addition, note that problems easily identified by experts are simple system problems which mechanisms are clear. However, problems that experts are asked to judge and evaluate usually are complex systems with indistinct mechanisms. Consequently, the hierarchy structure of AHP should not include a MIH in order to guarantee accurate analysis and efficient judgments. The approach employed to tackle the MIH of AHP is to separate indexes of the MIH into several groups. Separation can be based on some characteristics of indexes, but intensity of importance between two groups should not be discrepant. Nevertheless, it is highlighted that this MIH simplifying approach is somewhat arbitrary and devoid of enough reasonableness, and it is difficult to ensure small disparities of intensity of importance among groups.
For guaranteeing the number of indexes does not exceed the evaluation's abilities of experts and drawing more reliable conclusions, the MIH should be soundly simplified, and a knowledge engineering approach is desirable. Thus a simplifying method of MIH is presented in this paper, by introducing Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST) [6] - [7] .
Brief introductions of DST [8]

Basic concepts
DST is a method to process uncertain problems which is originated in the work of Dempster and extended by Shafer. The basic concept of DST is the frame of discernment Θ . Θ is a finite set of many propositions, and the power set 2 A L and 1 2 
so the bpa of the focal element C is
where,
measure of conflict between the focal elements. It is very important to take this value into account for evaluating the quality of combination, when it is high (in the case of strong conflict 1 K ≈ ), the combination may not make sense and may lead to questionable decisions.
The theoretical foundation and steps of the approach
The theoretical foundation for the approach
Because what the paper wants to present is a general method, thus, discussions on the method refers to Fig.  1 which is the typical hierarchy structure of AHP. As mentioned in the previous statement, if there is one MIH in the structure, then experts can not accurately judge on indexes and their knowledge can not be well used. Additionally, weights of major indexes (MAI) will be decreased due to existence of minor indexes (MII). It is obvious that they will influence validity of final conclusions. In fact, the key to design indexes is to study whether they can reflect the nature of problems, not to seek completeness of indexes [9] . In consequence, in order to simplify the MIH on the condition that the evaluation function of the MIH is preserved, MIIs of the hierarchy can be deleted and only left MAIs possessing the representative trait, according to reasonable estimations and scientific methods.
For expatiating on the though of distinguishing between MAIs and MIIs in this paper, three concepts are presented. Concept 1: Alternative pair (AP). Any two alternatives of m alternatives are formed an AP. Concept 2: Different importance of index (DII). Suppose that there are n indexes 1 2 , , , n S S S L , and their outputs under two alternatives of a alternative pair respectively are 1 2 ,
, and the expert's judgments on output's difference
, so the DII of the hth index can be depicted as
Concept 3: Comparatively different importance of index (CDII). A CDII is the value that DII of the hth is divided by the lth's (1 ,
The paper deems that the importance of an index should be measured according to a variational range of outputs under an AP, which obtained by multiplying the weight of the index and the index's value of an alternatives, not only the weight. Thereinto, the index corresponding to big variational range of outputs is a MAI. Therefore, DIIs can more reasonably reflect the importance of indexes. But, it is difficult to get DIIs when experts confronts with problems of complex systems. With the thought of AHP's pairwise comparisons [1] , CDIIs can be obtained by presenting DIIs. However, subjective judgments of experts usually are inaccurate. When they are evaluating complex problems, the inaccurate characteristic is more evident [10] . Consequently, it needs a method that can tackle inaccurate information given by experts to compute DIIs. In addition, because both knowledge and experiences of each expert is limited, so conclusions should be drawn by combining judgments presented by different experts. According to above discussions, the paper thinks of DST as an efficient approach to calculate DIIs and then distinguish MAIs and MIIs. DST can be regarded as a general extension of Bayesian theory, and it has more strict reasoning process [11] . The theory has two advantages, namely, can differentiate uncertain from unknown, and descriptions of uncertain problems is more close to thoughts of humans. Additionally, DST has an obvious superiority on combining uncertain information. So, according to CDIIs presented by experts, the paper develops the simplifying method of MIH based on the DST, by applying DST to distinguish MAIs and MIIs of the MIH. For convenient expounding, the method is abridged as the SMMD.
Steps of the SMMD
The following seven basic steps make up the approach:
Step 1: Constructing CDII judgment matrices (CJM). Suppose that indexes 1 2 , , , figure 1 forms a MIH, and H alternatives of the alternative hierarchy compose Q APs. Through inviting expert g E (1 g G ≤ ≤ ) to paiwisely compare outputs' variational ranges of indexes 1 2 , , ,
under the qth AP, and evaluating comparative outputs' variational ranges of two indexes by 1-9 scale values listed in Table 1 , a DII judgment matrix 1 2
Meaning Equal Moderate Obvious Strong Extreme Note: 2, 4, 6, 8 respectively are middle values of two close scales. Table 1 : 1-9 comparative variation scale.
Step 2: Computing bpaes of CDIIs and the frame of discernment Θ . According to matrix
CDIIs' confidence levels are obtained by judgments of expert
). However, due to individually limited knowledge and experiences of experts, their judgments may exist some errors, and reliability degree of experts should be less than 1. Consequently, for gaining more scientific bpaes of CDIIs and Θ , the paper introduces the concept of expert's discount to amend the bpaes of and Θ computed by formula (11) [12] .
Based on matrix
where, 
The bpa of the frame of discernment Θ is
Step 3: Combining bpaes of indexes and Θ under a single AP. Since 
The bpa of the frame of discernment Θ under the q th AP still is
Step 4: Combing single expert bpaes (S-bpa) of indexes and Θ . Suppose that ( )
According to formula (6), the S-bpa of index i n S is estimated, namely, 
The S-bpa of Θ is
Step 5: Combing group bpaes (G-bpa) of indexes and Θ . Using the principle of combing S-bpaes to compute G-bpaes, the G-bpa of index
which is got by judgments of G experts, is expressed as (23) where, (1, 2) (1) (2) 1,2, , 1,2, ,
The G-bpa of Θ is
Step 6: Computing the belief measure Bel value and the plausibility measure Pl value. On the basis of formula (3) and (4), the Bel value and the Pl value of index
) are respectively obtained, namely,
(1,2, , ) (1,2, , ) 1,2, , 1,2, ,
Step 7: Ranking indexes. According to Bel values and Pl values of k n indexes, the paper applies ABC permutation method [13] 
Numerical demonstrations
Here presents a numerical example to prove the SMMD is scientific and effective.
The numerical example and assumptions
Suppose that three experts 1 2 3 , , E E E join in evaluations of simplifying the MIH which contains ten indexes 1 
The ten indexes' inputs of the three alternatives are respectively list in Table 2 Table 2 : Indexes' inputs of the three alternatives. Table 2 , ten indexes' variational ranges of outputs ( )
The real order of indexes
under the APs showed in Table 3 are got.
Variational ranges of outputs Variational ranges of outputs 6 6 ( ) Then, the G-bpaes of ten indexes and Θ are gained by using formula (9)-(27) and listed in Table 6 . Limited to space, detailed computing process and data are not presented. Table 6 : G-bpaes of indexes and Θ .
The calculated order of indexes
According to the G-bpaes of indexes and Θ listed in 
Comparative analysis between two orders
The real order and the calculated order based on the SMMD are listed in Table 8 . Through comparing the real order and the calculated order of indexes, it can be seen that the two order are nearly same, except S 8 >S 4 in the calculated order and S 8 =S 4 in the real order. However, it should highlight that the G-bpaes of S 8 and S 4 respectively are 0.2306 and 0.2255, and the difference between them is very small. In consequence, it can be considered that the SMMD owes the higher computational precision. The results of numerical analysis verifying the order obtained by the SMMD is closer to the real order of indexes, and therefore the SMMD is practically valuable to solve real problems.
Conclusions
In order to scientifically simplify multi-index hierarchies of AHP and then more efficiently apply AHP to solve real decision problems according to knowledge of experts, a knowledge engineering approach, namely, an approach to simplify the multiindex hierarchy based on the DST is developed in the paper, through presenting the concepts of different importance of index and comparatively different importance of index and introducing DS theory. The distinguished advantages of the method lie in that it defines importance meaning of index from a new and more reasonable view, and determination of major indexes and minor indexes is more accordant to real thought of humans, so the simplified hierarchy gained by the method is scientific and reliable. Consequently, it can be considered that the final decision conclusions obtained by the simplified hierarchy and the developed approach is also scientific, reasonable and efficient, on the condition that experts can well present their judgments and evaluations. The numerical demonstrations verify the order obtained by the method is closer to the real order of indexes. In conclusion, employing the simplifying method of multi-index hierarchy based on the DST can scientifically and efficiently simplify index hierarchy of AHP, and its wild application to more practical problems can be expected.
